
Workshop wrap up: Alexander & Hickox	




Thanks to the twitterati for a 
workshop summary ���

(particularly Beatriz Mingo)!	




It is a draw!	
 …maybe	
 …well we don’t know	




At conferences we feel we learn more… at workshops we realise 
how little we know…	


…and these little devices have shown us how little we agree on!	




A common phrase at the workshop “I am not yet convinced…”	


…and, indeed, here is the evidence.	




But we are scientists and so we should need more than “belief” – 
we need proof. The questions we asked were not simple!	




“It is all about the gas.” – Rosario	


Some of what we have learnt	


“For those doing X-rays, this won’t make you happy, because 
you’ll have to redo all your work. You are all wrong.” – Bauer	


“When we submitted this paper the referee said: this is great, but 
how do I know it makes any physical sense?” - Thacker	


“Relationship between galaxy and black holes is not symbiotic, it is 
parasitic. Black holes are nasty, they kill their hosts. You don’t 
want to live in a black hole.” - Bower	


“I’m really going for confusion, more than clarity” - Lehnert	


“Ambiguous view on M-sigma relationship these days: everybody 
bases work on it but nobody believes it has any relevance.” – 
Greene	


Thanks for the great tweets, particularly Beatriz Mingo!	




The wide view: Everything is simple?	




The zoomed-in view: Everything is 
complicated?	


Outflows + Inflows	

Hot + Cold Gas	

Positive + Negative Feedback	




Everything is complicated?	


Everything is simple?	


New galaxy+AGN 
surveys, especially at 
high z	


Prime Focus Spectrograph	
 EAGLE	


New 
simulations 
with better 
treatment of 
AGN+ISM	




Workshops are also about ���
building things	




So what have we built?	


…no	




…we have built the foundations	


Prophetic insight from the 
catering staff?	




Thanks for an enjoyable workshop	


…enjoy the “BBQ”, have a safe trip home, and we hope to see you 
at the next one!	



